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⇒ integrate additional opportunistic (non-HEP) resources on-demand
- resource allocation managed by ROCED (KIT development)
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Commercial Cloud
- T-Systems
- H-OLIX NUBULA
- EXOSCALE

ETP
- HTCondor
- GridKa

HPC Cluster
- HPC center at KIT
- HPC Center at Freiburg
Resource Allocation: Pilot Concept

Pilot allocates and manages a fixed amount of resources for the overlay batch system.

Manager communicates with the overlay batch system and sends resource requests for pilots to sites.

HEP sites provide the software environment and Grid storage.

Users interact with the overlay batch system.
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- pilots
  - allocate resources for overlay batch system
  - start overlay batch system worker
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  - shutdown and release resources automatically

“drones”

- our more generalized approach
- include features of pilots
- provide software environment
  - SLC6 / CC7
  - CVMFS
- adapted for each resource provider
Example Drones: OpenTelekomCloud

- virtual machine provides CVMFS and overlay batch system worker
- docker containers
  - provide different software environments
  - enable network monitoring per job
- all docker containers inside a VM use local CVMFS cache
- setup requires extra frontier squid for CVMFS
Example Drones: HPC @ KIT

- batch job provide CVMFS and overlay batch system worker
- singularity containers provide different software environments
- use HPC file system for shared CVMFS cache
Resource Manager: ROCED

Responsive On-Demand Cloud-enabled Deployment

- management and integration of additional resources via drones on-demand
- support for multiple batch systems and resource providers
- simple scheduling of drones to resource providers based on demand of CPU cores

Diagram:

- **Local Site**
  - Batch System
  - ROCED
  - Job submission
  - Job queue and resource list

- **Opportunistic Resource**
  - Resource Provider
  - Schedule Drone
  - Resource Pool
  - Drone
  - Job Flow

Connections:
- Resources request
- Drone is connected with batch system
- Job Flow
Restrictions Caused by Simple Drone Scheduling

- HTCondor batch systems reacts on current situation
- difficult to predict the scheduling decision of the batch system
- ROCED currently treats all sites equally
- inefficient utilization on drones which do not fit to current jobs

**Site A**
- 10 CPUs; 60 GB RAM; 100GB disk
- **Site B**
- 8 CPUs; 32 GB RAM; 200GB disk
Resource Scheduling via Feedback Loop

- our new approach: resource scheduler reacts on batch system scheduling via feedback
- currently in development
- scheduling decision based on utilization instead of demand per site
- adopt scheduling of drones to resource restrictions
  - max amount of CPUs
  - costs
  - network limitations
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Snapshot of Typical End-User Jobs

- HTCondor and docker enable network monitoring

Userjobs at ETP per user

- CPU efficiency limited by network
- Improvements of job and resource scheduling are needed
Scheduling using Network Information

- own network usage known by job monitoring
- schedule data intensive jobs to resources which have enough bandwidth to Grid storage
  - sample jobs to estimate network usage for workflow
  - readjust estimated network usage while jobs are running
- available bandwidth not constant
- free bandwidth measurable via benchmark
- use network information to limit amount of allocated resources

![Diagram showing network usage over time]
Summary

- **Drone concept**
  - enables a wider range of usable resources compared to pilots
  - uses container and virtualization technologies to provide HEP software environment

- **resource scheduling via feedback loop**
  - react on drone utilization
  - use information about site for scheduling
  - provides several interfaces for different resource providers

- **planned to use network information of sites and jobs for scheduling**
  - available bandwidth
  - estimate network throughput for jobs
backup
Preferred Drone

- virtual machine
  - current standard at cloud provider
  - provide CVMFS and batch system worker node

- docker container
  - provides different software environments
  - enables additional monitoring features

- singularity container
  - provides different software environments
  - required by some VOs
Job Monitoring

- HTCondor and docker enable network monitoring
- in usage at the physics institute (ETP)

Userjobs at Physics Institute (ETP)

- incoming network data (MB)
- runtime (h)
- CPU efficiency (%)